Cruise Route & Attractions

1. Barangaroo
   Cruise past this spectacular 22-hectare waterfront precinct, which was previously a disused container terminal on the edge of Sydney’s CBD

2. Sydney Harbour Bridge
   Cruise under this magnificent bridge also nicknamed ‘The Coat Hanger’ because of its arched design

3. Sydney Opera House
   Come face-to-face with this distinctive masterpiece of 20th century architecture that is synonymous with modern-day Sydney

4. Fort Denison
   Cruise around this heritage island fort, an ancient military Martello Tower, which once upon a time housed prisoners

5. Lady Macquarie’s Chair
   Specially commissioned for Governor Macquarie’s wife, this chair was carved out of a sandstone rock ledge by convicts in 1810

6. Luna Park
   See the welcoming ‘moon face’ of this rare surviving amusement park featuring fantasy architecture in the Art Deco style of the 1930s

*Cruise route is subject to change at the company or captain’s discretion*